Humanities trending among students to study
abroad
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New Delhi ,
Students are opting for higher education at a foreign destination enthusiastically, oﬀering a variety of
degree courses at Under Graduate Level. There is a sharp rise in the demand for career in media, arts,
content writing, civil services and internet research, Humanities is one of the most favorable streams
among students in India as well as in aboard too.“Humanities can also help the students to think critically,
creatively, and help us reason well so that we can gain insight into a variety of subjects and topics. Good
exposure, State-of-Art Infrastructure and world recognition of the degrees earned by these foreign
universities give a head start to the career of any student. Active learning through various activities like
class participation, exchange of dialogues, case studies and practical oﬀ and on campus experience
through live projects make learning fun and more meaningful” said Mr. Reeturaj Goswami, Product Head,
PRATHAM International Education. Admission to any college abroad for most of the undergraduate courses
is through SAT. Pratham provides Classroom SAT coaching to its students in its allocated centers inclusive
of In-house faculty, Psychologist, SAT Real Time Mock Test and many more. It also providing the wide
spread guidance on choice of universities, deadlines, proﬁle building, university application, visa
processing and even ﬁnancial planning to study and get into the world's best universities, making it an
easy cake walk for its students and parents. “Studying Humanities aboard helps student with better and
clear perception to interpret things. The world subject rankings table does not oﬀer a separate subject
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option for humanities and lists entries under Liberal arts, Fine arts and vocational courses which are
coming up really fast. There are some of the universities in aboard which are well known for their courses
in Humanities in terms of learning and knowledge transferring manner to their students. However,
enhanced skills which students acquire and sharpen by studying humanities can be transferred across
many careers such as politics, teaching and journalism” added Mr. Goswami A Bachelor degree program in
Humanities provides a study of the principles of Economics, fundamentals of global economics, Social and
cultural awareness, Political awareness and policies and languages. It will help you to appreciate and ﬁnd
meaning in almost everything around. And when you will start interpreting meaning from whatever you
see in the world, it will help to enhance your communication skills as well. The universities are well known
leading universities serving courses across the arts and Humanities. These include anthropology, history,
linguistics, literature, media arts and sciences, and music, etc.
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